
eArchiving is a building block that includes

Technical specificationsSample sostware CommunitySupport services

What can eArchiving do for you?

eArchiving was built taking into account international standards such as OAIS, METS and E-ARK.

When you think of digital archiving, what challenges come to your mind?
Do you...

Preserve, migrate, reuse and trust your data

Meet eArchiving

Who is already using it?

Struggle to transfer information assets
to repositories and between generations
of technology?2
Need to preserve and access data over 
extended periods of time while
ensuring its long-term authenticity?4Wonder how to comply with 

legislation and standards? 3

Preserve
eArchiving allows you to preserve 
your data in the long-term.

Reuse
Interoperable standards and specifications 
ensure data remains accessible
and easy to reuse.  

Migrate
eArchiving’s interoperable standards and
open source sostware enable you to
migrate your data safely, even across
different technologies.

Trust
eArchiving ensures that your data 
remains authentic, secure and unaltered. 
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Will you be next?

Preserve and Reuse

eArchivingFace steep costs to digitise 
and preserve your data? 1
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A Connecting Europe Success Story

WHO BENEFITS

CHALLENGE

The Publications Office of the European Union implemented their first 
computerised archiving system back in 1987. In 2013, a new challenge 
emerged when the Publications Office had to migrate the archive
to preserve the authentic electronic version of the EU Law. How could
it do this? 

To help the Publications Office 
put in place a trustworthy, 
secure and standardised 
electronic archiving solution.

OBJECTIVE
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SOLUTION

Preserve and Reuse
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EUR-Lex
Access to European 
Union law
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